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Thirty years Theodric
ruled the Maeringa’s town.
The facts are all known.
—That was endured;
so may this be.
We all know of Eormanric
and his wolflike ways—
subjugating subjects
the length of Gottland.
He was a cruel king!
Men sat unmoving,
shackled to sorrow,
thinking just one thing—
to cut the king down.
—That was endured;
so may this be.
Of myself I’ll say this:
I was once the poet
of the Heodingas,
dear to my lord.
My name was Deor.
Winter to winter
I had a good holding,
a lavishing lord.
Now one Heorrenda,
a masterly man,
finds praise in the place
until lately my lord
gave to me.
—That was endured;
so may this be.
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Of Country I Know

for David Ferry

Above the lower tree-line in the desert
northeast of San Diego, where I’m from,
in land mapped out abruptly by the sun,
you’ll find a spreading growth of piñon pine,
juniper, branching nearly to the ground,
lilac and sage, and scattering white pines.
Even in the driest months of summer
(in some years summer lasts through late November)
where there are seeds and insects there will be birds
and small, ground-dwelling, furtive creatures too.
Hummingbirds nest in the cactus scrub;
woodpeckers bore homes in the crazy yuccas;
meadowlarks shelter in the slender reeds;
lizards slip in and out of rock crevices,
panting and scurrying on the hot sands;
coyotes prowl all night for a square meal.
Everywhere life goes on against the odds.
You stand in the middle of a riverbed
the wind has driven down since there was wind
and like as not, three feet below the surface,
rimmed with a crust of alkaline deposits,
or where there’s mesquite or a clump of bunch grass,
there’s water left from last year’s winter rains.
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The Text

Admission

It says that in the bone marrow of a man
you can trace the outline of a boy’s small bones.
Where, when seven, a knee knocked against gravel,
or the left cheek caught like cloth on a nail,
or an ankle snapped, twig-like, falling out of a tree,
the hurt is remembered, tissue and tale, in the bone.

The turnstile was there to the left, then right,
Then straight ahead. I groped inside my pocket
For money for a ticket, but the Ticket
Booth suddenly was shuttered for the night.

Gelatinous things, such as slugs and snails and sea mollusks,
are different, and the same.
Unskeletal, indefinite on their own,
they live in a series of buffed hollow bones.
They leave us their stories like braille.

I thought of Harrison and his H clocks,
The problem seemingly insoluble
Of sailing safely anywhere at all,
The seamen dreaming anxiously of docks.

Think too of those boxes that fit inside one another
like layers of skin, tree bark, winter clothes.
Watch how the child lifts and puts aside the outer,
impatient for the core.
It takes a thick hidden thing to sustain us.
The mind comes and goes and then gives out like a quarter.
The gray grain in the bone is gold.
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To Himself

Giacomo Leopardi

Now, worn-out heart,
you’ll rest for good, the last deception dead
that I believed was deathless. Dead.
I’m sure
not just the hope, but the desire
for sweet illusions is all gone.
So rest for good.
You’ve had enough excitement. Nothing’s worth
all that you’ve suffered, nothing’s good enough
on the whole earth.
This life is bitter, tedious,
and never any better. The world’s shit.
So take your rest.
The one thing that’s in store for us
is death. Show your contempt for it
and nature’s brutal power that,
though hidden, governs everything—
the infinite vanity of everything.
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In the Smoke

Late at Night

How many times I waited for you at the station
in the cold, the fog. I’d stroll up and down,
coughing, buying unspeakable newspapers,
smoking the Giubas later banned by that fool
the Minister of Tobacco.
Sometimes the wrong train, or one added late
or out of service. I’d inspect
the baggage cars, certain that I’d see
your bags and, behind them, you.
Then finally you appeared. It’s a memory
among so many others, and it haunts my dreams.

A colloquy with the shades
isn’t something for the telephone.
Our mute conversations are carried on
without a portable or loudspeaker.
And yet we attend to words
even when they don’t concern us—
picked up by mistake by an operator
and connected to someone
who isn’t there,
who doesn’t hear.
One time they came from Vancouver
late at night
while I was holding for Milan. I was surprised
at first, then hoped the strange mistake
would go on. One voice from the Pacific,
the other from the lagoon. And that time
the two voices spoke freely as never before.
For a while nothing happened.
We assured the operator that everything
was all right, perfect, and could—
in fact, must—continue. We never knew
who paid the bill for that miracle.
And I don’t recall a word of it.
The time zone was different, the other
voice wasn’t here, I wasn’t there for her,
even the languages were jumbled, a potpourri of jargon, swearing, and laughter.
Now after so many years the other voice
doesn’t remember it and maybe believes I’m dead.
I believe she is the dead one.
For a time anyway she was alive
and was never aware of it.
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